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REPORT OF THE NATIONAL SUMMIT ON THE INFORMATION SOCIETY 

7-8 September 2005 

International Convention Centre 
 

SESSION 4: CONTENT AND APPLICATIONS 
 
I. Introduction 
 
1.1 The fourth session for the National Summit on Information Society (NASIS) was 

chaired by Dr Hj Suhaimi bin Hj Abdul Karim, Chief Librarian, Universiti Brunei 
Darussalam. 
 
Dr Hj Suhaimi welcomed the keynote speakers, panelists and audience. He introduced 
the theme for the session which is “Content and Applications”. He began the session by 
introducing the keynote speakers and the panelists to the audience.  

 
 

II. Presentation by keynote speakers and panelists 
 
2.1 The keynote speaker is Mr Jeff Perlman, Director of E-Commerce Business, Visa Asia 

Pacific. 
 
He thanked and congratulates everyone involved in organizing the event for a great 
effort. He firstly highlighted the trends in E-Commerce concerns. He mentioned on what 
has happened in the world of E-Commerce where Japan records the highest internet 
penetration which is the regular internet users and online shoppers.  
 

 From the statistics of E-Commerce, specifically online shoppers, it was observed that 
SE Asian countries recorded the highest growth rate. He also raised the question of 
what people usually buy online. They are mostly interested in hard retail goods such as 
games as well as small market products. The society also makes use of the Internet for 
the convenience of booking and purchasing air tickets, movie tickets and so on. He 
raised the issue of the concern of these online shoppers including untrustable sites 
which make use of credit cards as the way of payment, unaware of the quality of 
product, shipping costs, the idea of not wanting to give out personal details, the long 
process of product delivery and technical problems. 

 
He also has listed the reasons why some people don’t shop online, which includes: 
 
- Do not having credit cards 
- Do not trust the Internet for using their credit cards 
- Prefer to go for real shopping and examine the product 
- Do not want to give personal details 
- Do not want to pay for shipping bills 
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Mr Perlman has also outlined what has motivated the online shoppers to shop online 
where most of them agreed on convenience that they save more time and get to shop 
at any time they want to.  
 
He addressed his concerns and overcoming barriers and later came up with 12 steps to 
manage E-Commerce risk by which he has listed them which comprises of the 
following factors: E-Commerce startup, website utility, fraud prevention, visa card 
acceptance, account info security, and chargebacks and processing costs. 
 
Mr. Perlman has come up with three suggestions as to develop opportunities for Brunei 
Darussalam.  
 
1. The cross border opportunity might not have E-Commerce merchants in Brunei but 

tremendous numbers are interested in Brunei. This cross border E-Commerce 
market is currently in very early growth stages. There will be no global economies of 
scale for sellers or buyers. 

 
2. The convenience of Travel booking opportunity would make E-Commerce more 
convenient as the website is available 24/2, e-mail and SMS alerts will be made 
available, people can pay online, via telephone or in person and there will be a call 
center. There are many choices that drives people to make online bookings.  
 
3. Bill/Government payments. This is where the opportunities are ranging from 

government payments to road tolls. This is also very efficient to the administration as 
it will reduce cost of cash and paper management, automation reduces manpower 
requirement for manual processes. On the other hand, it will also reduce the cost of 
collection 

 
He concluded his presentation on explaining the issue on maximising consumer 
benefits where consumers would get points/rewards, based on a single location and 
consumers can register to set up personal billers list, recurring payments and payment 
reminders. 

 
 
2.3 Mr Ti Eng Hui, Deputy General Manager of Baiduri Bank of Brunei spoke on “Is online 

access and payment online secured, convenient and economical? ” 
 
Mr Ti gave an overview of his presentation starting with the Internet Banking usage in 
Asia pacific whereby: 
 
- 32.8% respondents have been received with an Internet Banking Account 
- 91.2% logged in within the past three months 
- 29% active Internet users who do online banking actively (IDC financial insights, 

2005) 
 
Mr Ti also explained about the common risks of online banking such as Fraudulent or 
spoof websites, Phishing, Trojan Horse, Spyware and Unauthorised access. 
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He also pointed out that in order to protect online banking users from the inherent risks, 
banks in the region should put in place security practices supported by the latest 
information security technology. The banks are collectively working together to make 
online banking safer 
 
He gave some examples of the widely adopted security practices: face to face issuance 
of user ID/access code n PIN (have to come to the branch to collect the username & 
PIN), firewalls (back-end security), uses the latest encryption technology, 
experimenting authentication (User ID n PIN and biometrics) and Dual Factor 
authentication. 
 
Then he explained further about what Dual factor Authentication is and how it works. 
He explained that it is a time-based device, it protects against frauds, spoof websites 
and so on. It is a simple piece of device where it generates time-sensitive security code 
and it is unique to each device 
 
Furthermore, he added on the security practices, where for sign on, they are using 
virtual keyboard, dynamic pin pad and SMS sign on alert. As for transaction, they have 
introduced Transaction Authorisation Code – code required for highly risky transaction  

 
He concluded his presentation by pointing out two different issues which are: 
 
- Steady rise of online access and payment due to stronger security, convenience 

and cost-savings. 
- Projected rise in online banking 

 
2.3 Hjh Sukinah Hj Ghani, manager of E-Commerce, Royal Brunei Airline spoke on 

“Booking Online – is it easier? “ 
 

Firstly, she gave an overview of the conventional booking system used by RBA (Airline 
Reservation system.) briefly describe online booking system used by RBA. She 
mentioned on why online booking is easier from RBA’s perspective and why it is 
beneficial from customers’ point of view? She explained about the conventional 
booking where there are too much channels. She then compared to convenience of 
online booking (automatically entered into the database) to booking from travel agents 
where everything is not compared right away, i.e. different channels to go through 
 
 
Then she explained further about the product and services offered by online booking 
system which includes: 
 
- Bluesky fares (Brunei to KL), special discounted internet prices for non Brunei 

market (e.g. special deals to London – offering 10% more to travel agents) 
- guaranteed lowest fare search blab la blab la… cek ppt! 
- one stop shopping exp 
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Even though product not as cheap as before, RBA is offering flexibility and later she 
emphasized about the response that they got using the online booking system such as:  
- RBA’s online booking averages 100 booking a day, to date. 
- bookings come from Brunei and other countries 
- bookings coming from Brunei are from travel agents. 
 
Security used are:  
- international online booking engine provider wit standard security features 
- pages protected using AES-256 algorithm encryption cipher approved by US 

National Security Agency(NSA) 
 
            She also highlighted about the challenges faced by RBA using online booking system: 

-   limited growth of online booking from public (still going to travel agents, no credit  
cards, acceptance of change, have to confirm then & there) 

            -    diversification of products available online 
            -    increasing security level in line with online booking site’s growth and popularity 
            -    varying response time 
 
           She wrapped up her presentation by saying that online booking depends on  

- public acceptance n confidence 
- continuous evolution of RBA online booking facility (maybe offering more ‘crazy’ 

sales in the future) 
- increasing use of internet and improvements in bandwidth speed 
 
 

2.4 The paper on “Government online services & transaction – for faster service?” (through 
the implementation of the treasury accounting financial info systems -- TAFIS) was 
presented by Awang Azhar bin ahmad, Senior System Analyst, ITSSD, MOF. 
 
Awang Azhar began his presentation by outlining the overview of TAFIS such as: 
 
- project initially planned in 85 and came in reality in 98 with the issuance for tender 

proposal 
- TAFIS first e-govt wide application implemented and was adopted as a flagship in 

2002 and completed in 2005 
 

He went on saying that the implementation has been successfully changes – pushes 
change AND creates change pull (it’s the mindset of changing that we need to work 
on). He added on briefly describing the impact changes on TAFIS including the impacts 
on working processes, technology infrastructure and on people.  
 
Awang Azhar has also stated out the achievements that TAFIS has made  including 
- 2500 civil servants using TAFIS 
- 108 departments (157 sites) are live across Govt of Brunei 
- Average of 3000 payments made from TAFIS per month 
- Average 65% reduction in time taken to approve payments (from 37 to 13 days) 
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- Average 67% reduction in time taken for Treausry to pay approved payments (now 
2 days) 

- Average 47% reduction in time taken to pay invoices ovferall (from 55 to 29 days) 
- Average 42% manual payment vouchers are eliminated per month 
- Average 59% reduction in time taken to pay Leave Allowance (from 37 days to 15 

days) 
 

He also stated the key challenges to the critical success, comprising of: 
- program & project mgmt (standards, issues management) 
- commitment, control & consistent  
- robust and scaleable architectures 
- work integration 
- management of stakeholders expectations 

 
He concluded his presentation by quoting that “No plan for change can succeed if it 
does not have the support of the organization’s chief resource: People”. 
 

2.5 Mr Koo Kun Hock, Head of Software Development, E-Suria Mentari Sdn Bhd presented 
on “Content & application development as an industry – how and who”. 
 
Mr Koo started off by listing out on what amount to effort to automate consisting of five 
factors; selection, configuration, adaptation, customization and flow. 
 
He stressed on the hard issue of whether it is internalization, externalization or a mixed 
issue. He further explained that the solutions to these issues are capabilities (mirroring 
on current knowledge) and/or a knowledge (vertical sectoring). 
 
He further explained on how to right mix the issues which are selecting the right model, 
internal resources consideration, supplier factors and open skill sourcing. 
 
He concluded his presentation by explaining the envisaged government’s role which 
are: 
 
- Not in form of Policy 
- Help to propagate knowledge on Evolution Model, and 
- Facilitate the building of skill pool 
 

2.6 The presentation on “Why isn’t there much local content in the Internet, is it?” was 
presented by Dr Hj Abu Bakar Hj Zainal, Acting Director, Language & Literature Bureau 
 
He mentioned the local contents on the Internet, which are: 
- local news 
- events 
- activities 
- functions 
- advertisements 
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They are either formally or non-formally held by: 
- ministries 
- departments 
- private sectors 
- non-government organisations (NGOs) 
- Higher institutions 
- Schools 
 
He remarked that with the population of over 300 000 there are enough local contents 
in the internet: 
 
1. To access local culture 
  -  Website of Min of culture, youth…. 
  -  Museum department 

 
2. To access malay language 
    -  DBP 
 
3.  To acess all kinds of books available in the country 
     -  e-library (UBD) 
     -  VILIS (Virtual Library System) 
 
4.  To access forestry, fisheries & agriculture 

      - VILIS 
 

5.  To access all kinds of activities in the country 
     -  Information department – Brunei daily diary 
 
Then he mentioned on the e-library @UBD project where MA & PHD thesis, UBD 
publication, press clipping, policy papers, conference proceedings, Bruneiana database 
are digitized. He added the digitization project of exam paper, street name, medicinal 
plants called e-RIS (e-resource of IS) and Bids (Brunei information dissemination 
system ) which is published by MOE. 
 
He highlighted that the language commonly used on these projects are Malay (40%) 
and English (60%). He added that the language style is simple. 
 
Brunei Daily Diary project is provided by information department which contains local 
activities, etc. This project is also supported by ministries, departments, private sectors 
and non-government organizations) 

 
He focused on the general issues of local content providers which are: 
1. language used more often – English 
2. sometimes no updates 
3. too many advertisements 

 
He finally concluded that: 
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1. role of libs and info institution is expanding 
2. importance of making avaibale info resources with local content is equally 

omportant to support the ver increasing meeds for local info  
3. important of library networking 

 
III. Question and Answer session 
 
3.1 The chairman opened the floor for questions. 
 
3.2 No questions were raised. 
 
 
IV. End of session 
 
4.1 The chairman ended the session by thanking the panelists for their presentation.  
 
4.2 Haji Osman Haji Ladis, Head of IT Department, Brunei Shell Petroleum Sdn Bhd 

presented the memento for the chairman, keynote speaker and the panelists. 
 


